60 minutes

Grades
3–5, 6–8

Let’s Make

an Elastic Puppet
Construct a puppet out of fishing line and straws and
test its elasticity.
Instructions

Materials

Students design a puppet out of fishing line and straws and
experiment with its elastic properties.

PER CLASS:

1 Tell the students what they are about to do. Show them
the example puppet, if you’ve made one.
2 Distribute materials.
3 The first step is to make notches in the 2 narrow straws,
keeping the following in mind (show students the notches
on the example puppet if available):
• Where you cut the notches dictates how the straw
moves. To make “arms” bend in one direction, make
notches along the same side of the straw.
• To make arms bend in different directions, alternate
the notches on either side of the straw.
• If joints don’t bend easily, students can cut a slightly
deeper notch, but not so deep that the straw can’t go
back to its normal shape when it is let go.

Find more activities at:
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Example puppet (optional)
PER STUDENT:
2 narrow straws
1 wider straw
Scissors
Transparent tape
Fishing line
Decorating materials, such
as pipe cleaners, drawing
supplies, paper, yarn

4 Cut a fishing line 3 times as long as the straw. Thread it through one of the
narrow, notched straws.
5 When the line pokes through the end of the straw, bend it over the tip and
tape it. Leave the other end loose.
6 Cut another piece of fishing line and thread it through the second narrow
straw.
7 Pull the loose lines and watch the straws bend.
8 Pull the loose lines of both narrow straws through the wider straw.
9 Wedge both narrow straws into the wider straw, enough so that they are
secure but not so tightly that the fishing line pieces hanging down can’t
slide easily without catching or rubbing.
10

Tape the hanging down fishing line together and make a little tape tab to
tug. Pull the tab and watch the arms or legs of your puppet move.

11

Decorate your puppet with a head, body, eyes, and anything else you can
think of!

Thread fishing line through
narrow straw and tape
at one end.

Add pipe-cleaner neck
and paper head.
Tuck the 2 narrow
straw arms into
the wide straw.

Pull to make your
puppet move.

Notch at joints, but don’t
cut all the way through.

Find more activities at:
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Tape fishing lines
together at ends.

Engineering & Science
Connections
Elasticity is the property of a substance that enables it
to recover its original shape and size after it has been
stretched, squeezed, or bent. All substances are elastic to
some degree, but some much more than others.
By understanding the laws of elasticity, engineers know
how a material will respond to certain forces during
use. Seismic engineers are now designing elastic bridge
connectors that will stretch during an earthquake but then
spring back to their original shape.
In this activity, if the puppet loses its elasticity it will not
function. Similarly, if a structure such as a building or plane
engine part loses elasticity it can lead to a failure, causing
damage or loss of human lives. That’s why engineers need
to carefully test new designs.
Robert Hooke, an English physicist, first explored the
theory of elasticity in 1660. He’s the namesake for Hooke’s
Law, which states that the extension of a spring or an
elastic object is proportional to the stress placed on it.
Every spring or elastic object obeys this law, but each
object is different in its level of resistance to stretching.
Trampolines, retractable pens, rubber bands, and
automobile shocks are examples of Hooke’s Law at work.

Guiding
Questions
How does making more
notches affect the ability
of the straw to go back to
its original shape?
When you have the
fishing line threaded
through the narrow
straws and pull to make
the straws bend, what
kind of puppet are you
inspired to create?
How could you make a
dragon or a sea serpent
instead of a person
puppet?
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